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On Wednesday, March 23, a majority of the NC General Assembly passed the “Public Facilities              
Privacy and Security Act." Curiously named, this legislation signed by Governor Pat McCrory            
extends beyond public facilities - and beyond basic concerns for privacy and security - and               
prevents localities from establishing their own laws to protect residents from discrimination            
based on gender identity and sexuality.  
  
We, the undersigned religious leaders, are opposed to this legislative measure. The Greensboro            
Faith Leaders Council exists to raise a corporate and compassionate moral voice for justice and               
the common good in our city and beyond. We find House Bill 2 and its implications for our state                   
and city to be in conflict with the human rights that we seek, particularly given its underlying bias                 
against the LGBTQ community.  
  
Our organization seeks to build relationships across a diversity of faith traditions and             
perspectives, and thus at base opposes discrimination against any of God’s beloved           
children. We recognize that humans fall along many spectrums of sexuality and gender            
identification and we reaffirm that all people are beloved by God. 
  
Rather than ensuring public safety, we fear HB2 increases the danger for transgender children,           
youth and adults. 90% of transgender people report experiences of harassment and            
discrimination according to a survey by the National Center for Transgender Equality. By            
removing special protections in public life and in the workplace, this action taken by our              
legislature threatens to contribute to that prejudice and misunderstanding toward our neighbors            
who are transgender or gay. As faith leaders, we advocate for their safety as they navigate such                 
a complicated matter as gender in public ways and in public spaces. 
  
In addition, this bill diminishes the opportunities and hopes for a living wage in our cities, and                 
reduces legal recourse for those living with discrimination. 
 
Strong and negative state and national reactions to the “Public Facilities Privacy and Security             
Act” are mounting, with real economic fallout. Many industry leaders denouncing this bill are the               
ones the state claims to want to attract here. 
  
However, we speak with a different voice to say this is not merely a political issue or an                 
economic issue; it's a spiritual issue and a moral issue. And while it holds far-reaching             
implications, it is also local and affects people we know and love. It affects our neighbors, as it                  
affects our souls. And it puts us on the wrong side of the prophets who preached justice and                 
mercy. 
 
As religious leaders, we oppose HB2. It conflicts with the best of our community, and the best of                  
what we know of one another through the love of God. 


